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1. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY

Enceladus, a small icy satellite of Saturn (Figure 39.1), is

one of the very few solar system bodies that is geologically

active at the present day. The discovery, in early 2005, of

erupting jets of water vapor, organic compounds, and ice

grains, as well as an anomalously large heat flux, from the

moon’s south polar region represents arguably the most

important finding of the Cassini mission.

Voyager, the last spacecraft to encounter Saturn before

Cassini, revealed a surface characterized by extensive

smooth, crater-free terrains, a clear sign of past internally

driven geologic activity; it did not image the south polar

region. The persistence of the tenuous E-ring centered on

Enceladus had been tentatively ascribed to resupply by

geysers, but this idea (now known to be correct) was not

generally accepted prior to 2005.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 39.1 Cassini ISS images. (a) False-color regional view of Enceladus, including the south polar terrain (SPT) and its famous tiger stripes. Blue

indicates larger grain sizes. The diameter of Enceladus is 504 km. (b) Near-terminator high-resolution image. Image scale is w75 m/pixel.
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Enceladus is in a 2:1 mean motion eccentricity-type

resonance with its larger sibling moon, Dione, and thus

has a forced nonzero eccentricity (Table 39.1). Tidal

heating and flexing arising from the eccentric orbit is the

most plausible explanation for the observed activity, but the

details and history are unclear (see below).

2. SHAPE, GRAVITY, TOPOGRAPHY

Enceladus’ bulk density of 1609 kg/m3 (the second largest

in the Saturnian satellite system after Titan) suggests a

compositional mix of ice and silicates. The bright surface

material is pure crystalline ice, so Enceladus has generally

been presumed to be a differentiated object containing a

silicate core beneath an H2O layer.

As with all synchronously rotating bodiesdwhere the

rotation period is equal to the orbital period and hence the

moon always presents the same face to the host planetd

Enceladus is distorted by tides and centrifugal forces into a

triaxial ellipsoid. However, its shape is not that expected for a

strengthless (hydrostatic) body. A slowly rotating hydrostatic

body has a ratio (b� c)/(a� c) of 0.25, where a, b, and c are

the ellipsoidal axis lengths. For Enceladus, the value of this

quantity is 0.37� 0.04; its shape is clearly not hydrostatic.

The equivalent gravity coefficients are also not in the hy-

drostatic ratio, although in this case the deviation is smaller.

The nonhydrostatic shape and gravity make it harder to

determine the polarmoment of inertiaC and internal structure

of Enceladus. Although interpretations are nonunique, pre-

liminary analyses yield a dimensionless moment of inertia

factor of C/MR2
¼ 0.33e0.34. Assuming a differentiated,

two-layer structure with a surface (H2O) layer density of

900e950 kg/m3, the implied H2O layer thickness is

47e61 km and the silicate core density is 2225e2472 kg/m3.

The latter density range is more consistent with porous or

hydrated silicates or silicates containingw10% ice, thanwith

anhydrous, pore-free silicates.

The moment of inertia determination is incapable of

distinguishing between liquid and solid H2O, although

gravity and topography data have been used together to

infer the presence of a subsurface liquid sea beneath the

SPT or a global ocean that is thicker under the SPT than

elsewhere. A regional sea, at the minimum, can be inferred

from other lines of evidence (Section 5.2). It is generally

assumed that the majority of the H2O layer is solid ice

rather than liquid water, but direct constraints on the ice

shell thickness are currently lacking. A global ocean could

potentially be detected from its effect on Enceladus’

obliquity or the amplitude of the moon’s physical libra-

tions, but neither has yet been measured.

Limb profiles and stereo imaging have quantified Ence-

ladus’ regional topography (Figure 39.2(b)). This is domi-

nated by a south polar depression of about 0.5 km in

amplitude. This observation strongly suggests (together with

the gravity results and other data) the existence of a regional

sea beneath the south polar terrain (SPT), in essence making

the depression a sink hole. Shallower, 100-km-scale de-

pressions are present elsewhere on the moon, but show no

obvious relationship to the surface geology (Figure 39.2(b))

and are not associated with anomalous heat (see Section 5.4).

They are therefore not likely to be associated with subsur-

face liquid water at present but instead may be due merely to

shell thickness variations or lateral variations in shell density

(e.g. due to differential compaction of porosity).

Despite the fact that parts of Enceladus are heavily

cratered, at wavelengths shorter than 100 km the topog-

raphy is much smoother than all other airless satellites

except Europa. This is presumably due to resurfacing and/or

relaxation caused by past internal heating. Locally high heat

fluxes sometime in the past have been deduced based on the

flexural response of individual features, and the shallow

(relaxed) nature of some large impact craters; the gravity

observations are also consistent with a highly compensated

(weak) shell, again suggesting past high heat fluxes.

3. SURFACE COMPOSITION

Enceladus’ surface is dominated by crystalline water ice

with surface grain sizes w10e100 mm. Local variations in

inferred grain size correlate with geology; for instance, the

tiger stripes exhibit larger grain sizes than the surrounding

terrain, perhaps as a result of sintering or the fallout of larger

grains. Minor amounts of CO2 ice have also been detected.

4. SURFACE GEOLOGY AND TECTONICS

Enceladus, like Gaul, is divided into three parts

(Figure 39.2). Heavily cratered terrain forms a northesouth

girdle around the moon, encompassing the Saturn-facing,

TABLE 39.1 Basic Enceladus Parameters

Quantity Value Quantity Value

Mass M 1.08� 1020 kg Semimajor axis 237,984 km

Mean radius R 252.1 km Period 1.370 days

Bulk density 1609 kg/m3 Eccentricity 0.0047

a 256.6
(+/� 0.3 km)

Inclination 0.019�

b 251.4
(+/� 0.2 km)

Escape velocity 0.239 km/s

c 248.3
(+/� 0.2 km)

Equatorial gravity 0.114 m/s2

Source: Shape (a, b, c) and density data are from Thomas (2010). Icarus,
208, 395e401.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 39.2 (a) Regional views of the north and south poles showing the three-part nature of the surface. (From Porco (2008). Scientific American.)

(b) Global geological map, from Crow-Willard and Pappalardo (submitted). Black contours are spherical harmonic topography from l¼ 3 to l¼ 8.

(From Nimmo et al. (2011)); bold line is zero contour, solid and dashed lines are positive and negative, and contour interval is 0.5 km (c) Global color

(IR-green-UV) map, simple cylindrical projection. From Schenk et al. (2011).
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north polar, and anti-Saturnian regions, but interrupted by

the SPT. The SPT region is tectonically deformed,

geologically active, and is described in more detail in

Section 5. The leading and trailing hemispheres, in

contrast, both consist of tectonically resurfaced, relatively

crater-free terrains, although in detail they differ. All the

latter regionsdleading and trailing hemispheres and the

SPTdshow a similar overall architecture, consisting of a

central tectonized region wrapped by a circumferential belt

of mountains. It is currently unclear whether this similarity

implies a commonality in origin, but the pronounced

symmetry of the terrains about the present-day tidal axis

suggests that tidal processes have been important.

The cratered terrain has a nominal age range of

0.6e4.6 Gyr, depending on which model of impact flux is

used. The corresponding age ranges from the trailing

hemisphere and SPT are 0.04e2 Gyr and 1e100 Myr,

respectively. Almost all the large impact craters show signs

of viscous relaxation, indicative of ancient elevated heat

fluxes in regions other than the SPT.

The surface color of Enceladus shows pronounced

spatial variations (Figure 39.2(c)) quite different from the

hemispheric asymmetries seen on other Saturnian moons.

Two antipodal swaths of blue-pink material protrude

northward from the SPT, becoming less pronounced as they

do so. This behavior is very similar to modeled patterns of

fallout from the south polar jets, and suggests that SPT

activity controls the global color distribution. Models of the

jet eruptions also show that most of the solid material falls

back down to the surface, with some very small

percentagedw9% or lessdescaping the moon to supply

the E-ring (Section 5.2). The extreme brightness overall of

Enceladus (Bond albedo 0.8) is almost certainly due to this

process. Plume fallout has also been inferred at a local scale

from the apparent mantling or softening of topography

along the tiger stripe fractures seen in high-resolution im-

ages (Section 5.2).

5. THE SOUTH POLAR REGION

Because of its importance, we treat the south polar region

separately. In discussing this region, it is important to

distinguish between “jets” or “geysers”dindividual erup-

tion features (Figure 39.1(b))dand the “plume”dthe

combined, regional envelope of vapor and ice grains.

5.1. Regional Geology

The outermost region of the SPT, at about 55�S, is boun-

ded by arcuate mountain belts, perhaps reflective of

compressional relative motion there (Figure 39.3). At

several locations along this arcuate boundary, prominent

fractures extend northward for hundreds of kilometers.

These fractures cross-cut all other features and are thus

young. In the center of the SPT are the so-called tiger

stripes, prominent linear depressions w0.3 km deep,

135 km long, and about 2 km wide and separated by

w35 km. These fractures are the source of all the observed

jets and the hottest thermal anomalies (see below). In be-

tween the tiger stripes are a dense array of cross-cutting

fractures, some of which may represent the remnants of

earlier tiger stripe-like features.

5.2. Jets

Cassini images show w100 distinct, prominent jets

emanating from the south pole (Figure 39.1(b);

Figure 39.4). The jet locations (dots in Figure 39.4(b)) and

tilts (Figure 39.4(a)) can be determined by triangulation. In

all cases, jets lie along the main trunks of the four major

tiger stripes or their split ends and erupt roughly in a plane

defined by the perpendicular to the surface, with some

exceptions. Individual jets in some cases turn on and off,

but there appears to be no systematic relationship to the

orbital phase, as would be expected if tidal stresses alone

controlled the individual jets.

The jets consist of vapor (Section 5.3) as well as ice

grains having a range of sizes; the grains that escape and

supply the E-ring are w1 mm in diameter but larger grains

FIGURE 39.3 A false color Cassini mosaic of the SPT taken in August

2008, a year before southern autumnal equinox. The four major tiger stripe

fractures, and the belt of mountains circumscribing the entire SPT, are

clearly visible.
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are present and fall back to the surface. The characteristic

velocity of the grains exiting the vent is a few tens of meters

per second, slow compared to the escaping vapor. Their

mass flux is w30e70 kg/s, comparable to or slightly

smaller than the total vapor mass flux: the ratio of solids to

vapor is w0.4e0.7. This value is too large for the solids to

be explained by the adiabatic expansion and condensation

of vapor alone. Instead, the most plausible explanation is the

flash freezing of liquid droplets. Only a small fraction of this

mass is required to resupply grains in the E-ring, which have

a lifetime against sputtering measured in decades. The ve-

locity of the escaping grains is obviously much higher than

typical and greater than the escape velocity from Enceladus.

Moreover, a small fraction of the ice grains are rich in

NaCl, with a salinity comparable to the Earth’s oceans. The

generally accepted explanation for both observations is that

the grains form by direct, flash freezing of salty water

droplets as they reach the vacuum of space, presumably

from a subsurface liquid reservoir that has been in contact

with a silicate core. The Na-rich grains and the compara-

tively large solids/vapor ratio thus represent strong direct

evidence for subsurface liquid water. The obvious impli-

cation is that the jets are in fact geysers erupting from a

liquid water reservoir.

Although individual geysers do not appear to respond in

a systematic way to the orbital position of Enceladus, the

spatially integrated plume brightness (a reasonable proxy

for total mass in solids) does show a correlation with orbital

position in both Cassini Visual and Infrared Mapping

Spectrometer (VIMS) and Imaging Science Subsystem

(ISS) data. The brightness peaks near when Enceladus is at

apoapse, which is broadly consistent with models in which

the tiger stripes open and close in response to tidal stresses.

Geysering activity across the SPT is spatially correlated

with the hottest locations in the region as seen at low res-

olution (Figure 39.4). Individual geysers have also been

shown to be spatially coincident with the few, very

small-scale (approximately tens of metres) hot spots that

have so far been reported. In general, where there are

(a) (b)

FIGURE 39.4 Tiger stripe region showing the location (b) and (a) tilts of all identified jets, or geysers, and the correlation of low resolution thermal

emission with geysering activity (Porco et al. 2013). In part (b), the background is a Cassini ISS mosaic. Colors indicate CIRS temperature map. (From

Howett et al. (2011)) Dots are individual jet locations derived from triangulation of images, and green color scale indicates the frequency with which each

jet is observed to be active. At much higher resolution, individual geysers have been found to be coincident with small-scale thermal hot spots. Porco et al.

(2013).

FIGURE 39.5 The region on the tiger stripe fractures that is hottest as

seen in low resolution CIRS data (Figure 39.4), and the site of the most

geysering activity, is the portion of Damascus fracture captured in this ISS

image, with a spatial scale of 32 m/pixel. The ramparts of the fracture are

smooth in appearance but eventually give way, at some distance from the

fracture, to typical deformed interstripe terrain.
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geysers, there is heat and vice versa. The ramparts of jet-

active regions on the SPT are smooth in appearance

(Figure 39.5), likely caused by local plume fallout.

5.3. Vapor Component of the Plume

Detailed compositional measurements of the plume were

obtained by the Cassini Ion and Neutral Spectrometer

instrument during multiple fly-throughs of the plume. Pre-

liminary analysis of the results revealed a host of short-chain

hydrocarbons, among them acetylene, propane, and benzene.

Whether more sophisticated analyses will confirm that these

light hydrocarbons are the result of the breakup of larger

organic molecules is not yet clear. What is clear is the pres-

ence of water vapor at a volume mixing ratio ofw90%, and

the presence of carbon dioxide, ammonia, and methane. The

detection of NH3 is important because of its potential role as

an antifreeze in a subsurface ocean, its effect on ice rheology,

and as a carrier of biologically available nitrogen. The

measuredD/H ratio is similar to the cometary value and twice

the terrestrial value.

The presence of organic materials and biologically

available nitrogen in the vapor composing the geysers, and

the inference of a water reservoir in contact with a silicate

core, make for the very exciting suggestion that the geysers

of Enceladus are directly connected to a subsurface habit-

able zone. (See Section 9.)

Occultation data constrain the upward velocity of the

molecules in the vapor component of the plume to be about

300e500 m/s, greater than the escape speed of Enceladus

(239 m/s). The vapor mass production rate appears to have

held steady to within a factor of two over the course of the

Cassini observations.

5.4. Thermal Signature

Because of its high albedo, the surface temperature of

Enceladus is about 80 K at the equator, and lower toward

the poles. Measurements made by the Cassini Composite

Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS) instrument indicate that the

tiger stripes are much hotter than their surroundings

(Figure 39.4), with the excess power totaling about 5 GW

(1 GW¼ 1� 109 W). It is possible that a comparable

amount of heat, in total, arises from the entire area of the

SPT but with sufficiently low flux to escape detection by

CIRS. High-resolution infra-red measurements suggest that

the hottest heat flow anomalies along the fractures are

confined to very small regions, tens of meters in size. The

heat flux emerging from these local hot spots is many times

greater than the average heat flux arising from the Yel-

lowstone geothermal area in Wyoming. These hot spots

coincide with individual geysers, making the association of

thermal emission with geysering activity hold at high as

well as low resolution.

There are two main possible explanations for these re-

lationships. One is that the heat is being produced today by

tidal dissipation; the other is that we are seeing stored heat,

generated over some period in the past and now escaping.

An example of the former category is tidally driven fric-

tional heating between opposing walls of the tiger stripe

fractures, while an example of the latter is the ascent of

warm water from a subsurface ocean. As discussed below,

these different hypotheses have different consequences not

only for the mechanism that produces the geysers and the

source of the water in them, but for the orbital evolution of

Enceladus.

Three lines of evidence favor the ascent of heat and

water from depth. First, as mentioned earlier, the salty

nature of some of the ice grains and the large fraction of

solids in the eruptions suggest that the ultimate source is a

subsurface ocean, and not sublimation of near-surface ice

or the freezing of vapor upon expansion as it exits the

surface vents. Second, the narrowness of the imaged ther-

mal anomalies is inconsistent with tidal heating, which

would be distributed over kilometers (in the case of fric-

tional heating) or the whole SPT (in the case of distributed

tidal heating). Third, the observed correlation between

plume strength and orbital phase (see above) very likely

implies that cracks are opening and closing on a tidal

timescale, allowing subsurface water to erupt as ice and

vapor. In this hypothesis, the observed heat flux is mainly

due to recondensation of vapor in the cold near-surface ice.

Consistent with this explanation is the recognition that

liquid water in the cracks would probably inhibit any

frictional heating within them. The implied rate of recon-

densation (w2000 kg/s) means that only about w10% of

the vapor produced is actually escaping to form the plume.

Individual fractures probably reseal themselves on time-

scales of a couple of years.

6. PRESENT-DAY STRUCTURE

Here we attempt to reconcile the observations described

above into a coherent picture of Enceladus’ interior

(Figure 39.6).

The presence of liquid water beneath (at least) the SPT is

strongly suggested by the detection of salty ice grains and

the large solids/vapor ratio (Section 5.2). The depression of

the SPT by w0.5 km suggests a regional sea, although it is

not yet clear whether this sea forms part of a thin global

ocean (see below). The phasing of the time variability of the

plume directly implicates the role of cracks opening and

closing in response to tides. Such cracks, if water-filled, can

readily propagate upward on Enceladus through the ma-

jority of the ice shell, despite the relatively low (w1 bar)

tidal stresses. The ascent through the remainder of the ice

shell to the surface could easily be accomplished by the

violent exsolution of dissolved gases, such as CO2, from the
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liquid that would force water and vapor to the surface.

When a crack opens, exposure of the water and vapor to

vacuum will result in simultaneous boiling and freezing; a

geyser forms. A spectrum of ice grain sizes is produced,

with the larger grains readily falling out and the smaller

grains in some cases escaping to replenish the E-ring. Much

of the vapor produced recondenses on the near-surfacewalls

of the conduit, releasing its latent heat there and generating

the majority of the thermal anomaly observed and ulti-

mately clogging the crack, causing the individual geyser to

fail. This geysering model can explain how the integrated

plume flux might vary with the changing tidal stresses,

although individual geysers do not appear to; opening and

closing of cracks during the tidal cycle modulates the

strengths of individual geysers, but they remain active

throughout the cycle. Geysers eventually fail and turn off,

not on a daily timescale but when an individual vent be-

comes clogged, probably on a timescale of a year or two.

In terms of its bulk structure, the relatively low density

inferred for the silicate core (Section 2) represents a

surprisedmost models previously assumed an anhydrous

density similar to that of Io (roughly 3500 kg/m3). How-

ever, the pressure at 100 km depth on Enceladus is equiv-

alent to only 300 m depth on the Earth, so it should not be

surprising if the silicate core were porous. Alternatively, a

hydrothermally altered core is a possibility (especially if

Enceladus accreted while radioactive 26Al were still live)

and might help to explain the composition of the plume.

Two major unanswered questions concerning Encela-

dus’ interior structure are whether the ice shell is convect-

ing, and whether the subsurface liquid is global in extent.

Although, as noted above, the source of the tiger stripe

heat appears to be primarily advection of warm water from

depth, a contribution from present-day tidal heating across

the entire SPTregion is not precluded. Certainly, the extreme

tectonic deformation and young age of the surface is sug-

gestive of yielding and lateral motion of material, perhaps in

response to deeper seated convection. Convection in tidally

heated bodies is subject to strong feedbacks, because

warmer ice (e.g. in upwellings) is more easily tidally flexed

and therefore more strongly heated. Furthermore, tidal

heating is generally greater at the poles than at the equator.

Thus, a local, tidally heated convective upwelling at the

south pole seems quite likely. Such an upwelling has the

additional property of insulating the underlying material,

and calculations have shown that a local southern sea can

consequently persist indefinitely under such conditions.

Whether convection is currently taking place elsewhere

on Enceladus is much more open to debate. If regions other

than the south pole lack a subsurface liquid layer, they will

be subject to much weaker tidal heating and thus less likely

to convect. The long-wavelength topography and ancient

deformation features observed, however, may well be an

indication of past activity and convection, perhaps sug-

gesting that Enceladus has experienced multiple deforma-

tion episodes (see below). The symmetrical distribution of

the deformed terrains (Figure 39.2) may perhaps be related

to the tendency of convecting regions to undergo true polar

wander, modulated by the tidally distorted shape of Ence-

ladus. On the other hand, a globally convective Enceladus

would be sufficiently dissipative that it would be hard to

match the currently observed orbital configuration. The

most likely solution is that convection is localized (very

likely in spacedthe SPTdand perhaps also in time).

Although a regional sea can persist indefinitely under

some conditions (see above), a global subsurface ocean

FIGURE 39.6 (a) Sketch interpretation of Enceladus’ interior structure (see text). (b) Sketch interpretation of the near-surface structure at the SPT

(see text).
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encounters severe thermal problems. The silicate core, even

if hydrated, is very unlikely to be a significant source of tidal

heating, and any initial heat (e.g. from 26Al decay) will have

long since diffused away.Thus, the only plausible heat source

from the silicates is thedecayof long-livednuclides, and their

contribution is simply too small to offset the heat loss through

the ice shell, even in the absence of shell convection.A global

ocean is thus expected to freeze in a few tens of million years

(Myr) Once frozen, subsequent tidal heating is greatly

diminished because the ice shell is then locked to the much

more rigid silicates beneath. A regional sea, on the other

hand, is likely to have none of these thermal problems.

7. EVOLUTION

The long-term evolution of Enceladus’ interior is closely

coupled to its orbital evolution, because the main heat

source is energy extracted from its orbit (and ultimately

from Saturn’s rotation). Enceladus’ current resonance with

Dione causes its eccentricity to increase, while any tidal

dissipation in Enceladus will cause the eccentricity to

decrease. There is thus in principle an equilibrium in which

the eccentricity remains constant. In this special case heat

production in Enceladus does not depend on its interior

structure but only on the rate at which energy is being

dissipated within Saturndwhich also determines the torque

on Enceladus’s orbit. Taking the dissipation factor of

Saturn to be the generally accepted value (Q> 18,000) the

equilibrium heat production rate within Enceladus has an

upper bound of 1.1 GW. This is a factor of five or more less

than the measured heat output. There are two possible

scenarios to explain this discrepancy.

First, Enceladus is producing heat today at a much

greater rate than the equilibrium value, and its eccentricity

is consequently rapidly diminishing. Alternatively, Ence-

ladus could be producing heat at the equilibrium rate, and

the present-day large thermal output is coming from stored

heat that has accumulated over a long period. These two

scenarios have quite different consequences for the pre-

dicted eccentricity evolution, and can thus (in theory) be

distinguished via astrometry. Both, however, imply some

kind of nonmonotonic behavior, as discussed further below.

It has long been understood that the coupling between

thermal and orbital evolution can lead to cyclic behavior, in

which the state of the moon oscillates between brief periods

of high heat production and rapid (approximately tens of

Myr) eccentricity damping, and longer periods of low

dissipation and slow (approximately hundreds of Myr)

eccentricity growth. Such cyclic behavior could plausibly

explain the different surface ages observed (Section 4). The

total power output from the tiger stripes and the sur-

rounding SPT regions is still quite uncertain; nor is it clear

what fraction (if any) of the measured power output is being

produced by present-day tidal heating. If Enceladus is

currently in a highly dissipative state with decreasing ec-

centricity, the tidal stresses will also decrease over time and

thus reduce the widths of the cracks that open and close. In

this scenario we are seeing Enceladus today in the “active”

part of its duty cycle, which probably represents only a few

percentage of the total. The perhaps uncomfortable impli-

cation is that we are seeing Enceladus today at a very

special time, a circumstance that has a rather low

probability.

Alternatively, Enceladus may be producing heat at

the constant (equilibrium) rate, but only releasing it

episodically in burstsdone of which we are seeing now.

There are plausible ways in which this might happen. For

instance, convection beneath a weak lid can result in

episodic, regional outbursts of heat, which share some

characteristics with those inferred for the SPT of Encela-

dus. Similar scenarios can probably be constructed for

situations in which the majority of this heat is advected

along individual fractures (Figure 39.6(b)). For instance,

progressive shell thickening leads to pressurization of the

ocean and presumably more vigorous eruptions, which will

depressurize the ocean and reset the process. If the surface

heat flux is really being supplied by a flux of w2000 kg/s

from the ocean, then a 10-km-thick ocean (representing 5%

of Enceladus’ mass) would be exhausted in 100 Myr. The

energy required to remelt that mass (at the equilibrium rate

of 1.1 GW) would take roughly 0.5 Gyr to accumulate.

These kinds of timescales are roughly consistent with the

inferred variations in surface ages. Whichever scenario is

correct, it seems necessary to ensure that any body of liquid

within the moon never freezes completely, because once

fully frozen, subsequent tidal heating is reduced and re-

melting becomes much more difficult if not impossible.

Localized tidal heating is one mechanism for ensuring a

persistent regional sea of liquid (see Section 6); tidal

heating within a shallow ocean itself may also be a

possibility.

The lack of any equivalent to the SPT in the northern

polar regions remains a puzzle, because tidal heating is

expected to be symmetrical about the equator. Of course,

once initiated, a runaway thermal process can take place

locally, with tidal heating leading to a weaker rheology and

thus more focused tidal heating. Nonetheless, something

has to initiate the runaway to begin with. Some possibilities

exist. A giant impact, which on other Saturnian moons

(such as Iapetus) created large basins, might have deposited

sufficient heat to soften the ice and initiate local tidal

heating and convection. Or during the moon’s formation,

stochastic accretion of relatively large planetesimals could

have formed an irregular silicate core, with liquid water

surviving in pockets at the silicate/water interface. Through

polar wander and reorientation, in both cases, the region

containing liquid water underlying a thinner ice shell would

have ended up at one of the poles.
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A similar problem exists concerning Mimas; this body

is closer to Saturn and more eccentric, yet it shows no signs

of activity, either now or in the past. Again, one can appeal

to a runaway tidal heating process at Enceladus, perhaps

initiated by the fact that Enceladus has a slightly higher

rock to ice ratio than Mimas, and thus more radiogenic

heating, to explain why the moons are so different. But in

all cases, one is left with having to appeal to poorly un-

derstood initial conditions to explain the observations.

These examples illustrate our incomplete understanding of

how Enceladus evolved.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Although our understanding of Enceladus is still evolving

rapidly, Figure 39.6 provides a reasonable snapshot of the

current state of knowledge. Enceladus has probably gone

through several cycles of activity and dormancy, and we are

very fortunate in seeing it in one of the former right now.

The activity derives from tidally driven opening and closing

of cracks, allowing warm water-filled fractures to periodi-

cally become exposed to vacuum, thus generating plumes

of water vapor and salty ice grains. Enceladus possesses a

regional sea beneath the SPT, but probably not a global

ocean. Its shell may be undergoing convection locally

beneath the SPT, but not globally. At earlier times, other

parts of Enceladus’ surface were probably undergoing

processes similar to what we are seeing at the SPT today.

9. THE FUTURE

Future analysis of Cassini data may help to fill in some of

the gaps in our understanding. For instance, astrometry of

Enceladus’ orbit could reveal whether or not Enceladus’

eccentricity, and hence the physical state of its interior, are

truly in equilibrium. Similarly, a detection of longitudinal

librations by a thorough analysis of Cassini high-resolution

images of its surface would help to determine whether the

subsurface ocean is global or regional in extent.

Ultimately, future spaceflight missions will be required

to make significant advances in understanding the nature

and history of the moon’s interior and its observed south

polar activity. An Enceladus orbiter could more accurately

map the moon’s gravity field and surface topography,

revealing its internal distribution of mass, confirming the

thickness of the ice shell and the presence of any subsurface

liquid layer and/or concentration of liquid under the SPT. A

small lander, equipped with a seismometer, placed within a

tiger stripe and close to a locale of high geysering activity

could detect the motion of underground liquids. Both

mission types, as well as simpler missions that merely fly-

through the near-surface regions of the geysers, could be

equipped to detect unambiguously, in a way that Cassini

cannot, the presence of large organic compounds of bio-

logical interest. Such missions could also include a sample-

return capsule to collect plume particles and return them to

Earth.

The capability of detecting large organic compounds is

of critical importance in assessing the astrobiological po-

tential of Enceladus. Organic molecules, biologically

available nitrogen, an energy source, and a long-lived

reservoir of liquid waterdfour of the key attributes of a

habitable environmentdare all demonstrably present.

Possible anaerobic ecologies that could thrive in a deep,

sunlightless environment are present in subsurface envi-

ronments on the Earth, metabolizing in the absence of

sunlight by consuming molecular hydrogen and either

carbon dioxide or sulfate. The possibility of oxidants pro-

duced at the surface by irradiation by high-energy particles

and delivered by convection within the ice shell to the

subsurface reservoir only increases its habitability. Since

the geysers are likely directly connected to a long-lived

water reservoir, itself in contact with silicates, they essen-

tially provide “free samples” of that habitable environment

below. This particular set of circumstances makes the

habitable zone on Enceladus one of the most accessible in

the solar system. If life has taken hold on Enceladus, it is

there for the taking.
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